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Good evening, ladies and gentleman and welcome to our
spring production of The 39 Steps based on the classic
novel by John Buchan . I'm sure many of you will remember
the film in 1978 with Robert Powell in the role of Richard
Hannay. And some of you might remember the original Alfred
Hitchcock film in 1935 with Robert Donat in the lead role.
The original concept of adapting both the film script and
Buchan's book was by Simon Corble and Nobby Dimon;
which in turn was adapted by Patrick Barlow. When that
version opened in London, Richard Hannay was played by a
dear friend of mine, Charles Edwards. The play version of the
story has won several award s, and the spy thriller becomes
comedy gold.
Our wonderful and experienced director Sarah Matthews has
been working hard with her talented cast over the last couple
of months. She has the support of a superb crew. I am sure
you will enjoy your evening.
Again our thanks to all of you, our audience, for your
continued support.
Nothing more for me to say except sit back, relax and enjoy!!
Lin x
Lin Blakley, President, Quince Players

The 39 Steps Synopsis
Following a Mr Memory show at the London Palladium, Richard Hannay takes a woman back
to his flat. In the morning she is stabbed, dead, and Hannay is on the run from the police.
Before she dies, she tells him that there were two men at the show trying to kill her as she
has information that would breach national security. Hannay is not only on the run, but - in an
effort to clear his name - is also trying to find out the nature of the potential national security
breach. He heads for Scotland to find a man in a small town , another man who has part of
his little finger missing and something called the 39 Steps. As Hannay is on his investigative
journey, trying to elude the police and the real murderers, he is forced to take evasive action,
both helped and hindered by many outrageous characters along the way.
The action takes place in various locations in London and Scotland.
This amateur production of The 39 Steps is presented by special arrangement with
SAMUEL FRENCH LTD.
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Sarah Matthews
Director
I first read the script for The 39 Steps and discarded
it as being "too difficult". I returned to my pile of other
potentials but my mind kept going back to this brash and
brave adaptation of a British great. It is brilliantly adapted
for the stage and nods at the fantastic Hitchcock film
but at the same time adopts a stance all of its own with
its multiple scenes and various settings. I read it and
my mind began to whirl with possibilities - never have I
regretted missing the professional production of a show
more - how could four people possibly put on a show of
such pace and complexity with so many set, scene and
costume changes?
With full time jobs, fami lies and restricted rehearsal time,
having a cast of just four would be nigh on impossible.
However, having read the stage adaptor's introduction,
where he states that any number of cast could portray
the 150 characters, I started to see the possibilities for
us as an amateur group and read the play one more
time. Th e script is, in my opinion, a masterpiece, but
its transfer to stage requires comic timing , pace and no
small amount of choreography - not to mention a back
stage crew with the stamina of a rhinoceros!
We have had huge amounts of fun and laughter whilst
bringing this show to life for you; at times it has been
like trying to solve a Rubik's Cube whilst juggling jellyfish!
The cast and crew have worked really hard to get this
production to you and I am hugely grateful to every one
of them. We think it has been worth all the effort. We
hope you do too!
Sarah Matthews

ASCOT LOCI{S
Specialist Locksmiths

o

Locks & Padlocks • Key Cutting • Safes supplied & fitted
Key Systems • Bars & Grilles • Brass Knobs & Knockers etc.
I

32 High Street, Sunninghill, Berks SL5 9NE • 01344 626791
Visit us at www.ascotlocks.co.uk

The Little Flower Pot
Beautiful Flowers for all occasions
9 High Street
Sunningh ill
Ascot
Berkshire
SL59AW

T: 01344 624012

www.littleflowerpot.com

CARDS
East of India
Sophie Allport
Jelly Cat
Kate Loxton
Joma Jewellery
Baby Gifts

of Sunninghill

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

54 High Street, Sunninghill, Berkshire SL5 9NF

01344291402
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Simon Shaw - Richard Hannay
Simon is delighted to be back once again . This is Simon's
sixth Quince Player production; he most recently starred as
Little Tommy Tucker in last year's pantomime. Other Quince
Player credits include Rumpelstiltskin, Black Coffee, Love on
Line and Aladdin.
Away from the Cordes Hall, Simon is a tour guide in London ,
an award winn ing puppeteer and cosplayer. Last autumn
was Simon 's television debut as one of many contestants on
the programme Armchair Detectives.
Theatre credits include: Caliban in The Tempest, Dame Trott
in Jack & the Beanstalk, Algernon in The Importance of Being
Earnest, Joseph and Mr Earnshaw in Wuthering Heights,
Fred/ Fezziwig/Old gentleman in A Christmas Carol, Riff Raff
in The Rocky Horror Show Experience, Mr Smith in The Bald
Soprano. Having seen the play of The 39 Steps many times
in the West End , Simon is utterly thrilled to be starring in this
smasher of a play!

Sophie Harris - Annabella Schmidt/
Pamela Edwards
Sophie is no stranger to the Quince Players, having appeared
in three pantomimes and helping out backstage at various
other productions. She has managed to rise through the
ranks from a comedic part in Snow Queen (2010) up to
the title role in Jack and the Beanstalk (2017). Sophie is
now excited to tackle a whole new genre and take on the
challenges of playing not just one lead role, but two!
After caring for orangutans in Borneo and volunteering on
a game reserve in South Africa - where she fell in love with
a wild bush man - Sophie is looking forward to a future in
conservation.
This will be Sophie's final production w ith the Quince Players
as, after a three-year break from education, she is off to read
Wildlife Ecology and Conservation Science at the University
of the West of England. But she's promised to return as an
audience member wh enever she can

Allison Sharpe - Clown One
It's the diversity of the Quince Players that Allison finds so
appealing and interesting.
Allison has acted on the Cordes Hall stage since 1982 and
in 2016 received an accolade from NODA London for her
role as Marge in Absent Friends. Sarah has directed Allison
twice in recent years - in 2016 as Susan in Abigail's Party,
and in 2013 as Mrs Justice Cartwright in The Accused.
Allison also enjoys pantomime and has played a variety of
comedy parts over the years.
A bit of an all-rounder, Allison loves directing plays and has
stage managed, operated sound and lighting boards and
tried her hand at set design and sword fighting.
Real life roles include Chairman of the Parish Council, Hon.
Secretary to the QPs, fund raising for Thames Hospice and
running her own @unruffledevents business. She lives in
Sunning hill, was educated at The Marist and is married to
Julian. She is often to be seen walking Blaise the cocker
spaniel around the village and Victory Field.

Chris Duffy - Clown Two
Chris was born in Glasgow and moved to Ascot in 2001. He
had always wanted to be involved in the theatre but busy
work commitments meant that he had little time to really
think about it.
When he saw the audition notice in the local newspaper he
thought that the time had come - never believing that he
would be given a part! As Clown Two (his very first role ever)
the rest of the cast are being gentle with him; his partnership
with Allison has helped his very quick learning of the
complicated stagecraft needed for this particular play.
He has loved every single minute of the rehearsal process,
and has been supported by his wife Louise
and two children, Amelia and Daniel, since joining the
Quince Players.
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Lee Underwood - Clown Three
Having made a big impression on him when he
saw The 39 Steps in London , Lee is delighted to
have the chance to take a role, or more correctly a
handful of roles in this show. Learning accents and
choreographing the scenes in this production have
been a challenge, so he is grateful to his talented
director and her crew and other members of the cast
for their patience and good humour.
Lee's first appearance with the Quince Players was
Macbeth (2009). Since then he has appeared in
Silhouette, The Accused and as Arthur Doolittle in
Pygmalion (2017).
With two of his four children, and his wife, also
involved in a number of productions, he enjoys the
camaraderie and team spirit behind the scenes,
building sets, shifting scenery and pulling pints in
the bar.
~

Steve Smith - Clown Four
Steve has been with the Quince Players since 2011
when he appeared in Cinderella as the heroine's
father. He has since had the opportunity to perform in
five pantomimes and four plays.
Two of the highlights so far have been being murdered
in Agatha Christie's Black Coffee and enjoying having
hair again , albeit briefly, in the seventies classic
Abigail's Party.
Most recently, he appeared as Professor Wizo in this
year's pantomine, Little Tommy Tucker. The 39 Steps
has provided him with one of the biggest challenges
yet, however - not least having to take on a number of
different characters and learn how to juggle hats!

Fiona Barker - Partner One
Fiona just came to the auditions for fun (she doesn't
get out much) and ended up with four parts. All of
which require wigs . This is something of a contractual
necessity for Fiona, so it's just as well.
Previous wigs have included Truvy in Steel Magnolias
and two parts in Hobson's Choice. Fiona was placated
with a fake tan as Beverley in Abigail's Party and purple
hair dye as Ivana Curseum in Little Tommy Tucker. But
it's good to be back in a wig again.
There is also the opportunity to mess about a bit with
accents, another of her favourite things to do. Fingers
crossed that neither wigs nor accents are misplaced
during the run.

Toby Adamson - Partner Two
Toby has been a member of the Quince Players
for years and has appeared in a wide variety of
productions, most recently a cameo in Little
Tommy Tucker.
Other roles include Bemard Woolley in Yes Prime
Minister, Patrick Simmons in A Murder Is Announced
and PC Dixon in Black Coffee. Toby also appeared in
the premiere performances of the musical Love Online.
The Quince Players also gave Toby the chance to be a
stage manager for last year's production of Pygmalion.
Toby is thrilled to be involved in a well - known comedy
production such as this one.
Plus doing a heavy Scottish accent also helps. Arch!!
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Please take some time to read the following information.
Please be aware that the sound of gunfire is used during this performance.

Show Interval
There will be an interval of 20 minutes. Drinks and ice creams will be available. You can order
your interval drinks in the bar before the start of the show.

Safety Notice
Please take a moment to look around you and note the location of the EXITS which you may
need in the case of an emergency.

Copyright Notice
For reasons of copyright and licence we respectfully remind the audience that the use of cameras,
audio and video recording equipment including mobile 'phones is strictly prohibited. Failure to
comply will result in being asked to leave the auditorium. Thank you for your co-operation .

Special Thanks
The Quince Players would like to thank The Stock Exchange for sponsoring this production.

In Memorium - Eileen Fenton
We were sad to hear of the death of Eileen Fenton on the 25th March 2018 at home,
following a short illness.
Eileen was the wardrobe mistress for the Quince Players from the late 1960s right the way
through until the early 2000s when she moved away from the area.
The membership remember her fondly, from scooting up the ladder to the upstairs costume
storage to seemingly magic the perfect clothing for a play from nowhere!
Never without her basket of buttons and ribbons, Eileen was a doyenne of period costume,
always aware of the correct era and style required and never settling for anything other than
the "right" attire.
Eileen is fondly remembered for her no-nonsense approach to dressing the chorus - none of
whom would ever have the nerve to cross or question her!
She was appOinted as a most worthy Honorary Vice President of the Society in 2002 . We will
all remember her affectionately and send our condolences and thoughts to all her family.
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In Order of Appearance
Richard Hannay

Simon Shaw

Clown One

Allison Sharpe

Clown Two

Chris Duffy

Annabella Schmidt / Pamela Edwards

Sophie Harris

Partner One

Fiona Barker

Clown Three

Lee Underwood

Clown Four
Radio Announcer

Partner Two

Steve Smith
Julian Hirst
Toby Adamson

Pilot One

And rew Bow ker

Pilot Two

Mark Holliday

Director

Sarah Matthews

Production Assistant

Simon Hurry

. Oily Rag

Heather King

Stage Manager
Assistant Stage Manager

Caroline Underwood
Julie Voice

Wardrobe Mistress &
Makeup and Hair

Dianne Gosden assisted by Heather King

Backstage Crew & Properties

Joseph Brierley, Victoria Lander,
Lucy Matthews, Molly Matthews,
Anne Robinson and Alice Underwood

Set Design & Construction

Sarah Matthews and Andrew Bowker

Technical Director
Gallery Crew
Guns and Armourer Tuition
Front of House
Bar Management
Box Office
Photography
Publicity and Marketing
Design & Artwork

Peter Fitzwater
Members of the Quince Players
Mark Holliday
Sally Hurry and members of the Quince Players
Kirsty Mingoia and members of the Quince Players
Colin Keating and Andrew Darling
Steve Buesden, Jon Sawyer and Colin Keating
Andrew Darling and Social Abode
Anita Pumfrey

Simon Hurry
Production Assistant

Caroline Underwood
Stage Manager

Julie Voice
Assistant Stage Manager

Lucy Matthews & Molly Matthews, Crew

Peter Fitzwater
Technical Director

Andrew Bowker
Set Design and Construction

Alice Underwood
Crew

Dianne Gosden & Heather King , Green Room Crew
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The Quince Players are affiliated to the National Operatic and Dramatic Association (NODA):
15 Th e Metro Centre, Peterborough , Cambridgeshire PE2 7UH
Tel: 01 733 374790 • www.noda.org.uk
NODA aims to give a shared voice to th e amateur theatre sector and
provide leadership and advice to enable amateur societies to tackle the
challenges and opportu nities of the 21 st Century.
The Quince Players have won a number of commendations from NODA
for productions, individual performances and scenic design.
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More than just a good plot .. .

01344 870100
34 High Street, Sunninghill, As cot, Berks hire S L 5 9NE

___ .sa pphire-est ates.com

Chaprnans of Sunninghill
I<itch~n\\are

& Hllusehold Goulh

Electrical Goods

56 HIGH STREET.
SUNNINGHILL
BERKSHIRE, SL5 9NF.

WaleI' Softeners Sal!

T: 01344 622792
www.chapmansironmongers.co.uk
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Martha's Magic Steps

II

My name is Martha and I am 11 years old.
I have a rare chromosome disorder called
microdeletion 16p13.11 . It is so rare that
only around 50 people worldwide have so far
been diagnosed with the condition.
The condition varies from person to person,
but for me it means I am unable to roll, crawl,
stand or walk. I have very poor fine motor
skills, I have a mild hearing loss and also
wear glasses. I have epilepsy and severe
learning difficulties and I can't talk yet. I need
an adult to help me with everything I do.
Despite all of these challenges I always have
a big smile on my face and enjoy listening to
music and exploring books.
Mummy and Daddy are always looking
for therapies and equipment that will help
me to be as independent as possible.
Unfortunately, these cost lots of money
which is why we are all very grateful to the Quince Players for choosing to donate to Martha's
Magic Steps - a fund held at the Tree of Hope in my name.
Over the last year, your donations have helped fund two 3 week sessions of intensive therapy
at the Footsteps Centre in Oxford and weekly physiotherapy at home. We now also have an
amazing walking machine called an Innowalk. This is like a powered cross-trainer and allows
me to walk for up to forty minutes every day, building up my strength and stamina. With
this therapy I am now able. to help with transfers between positions and stand, with some
't

support, for a couple of minutes. I also have an eye gaze computer that has opened up a
whole new way for me to communicate with everyone around me, just by using my eyes.

i

You can read more about me on my blog www.marthagraceblog.blogspot.co.uk
You can also make a donation online at www.justgiving.com/marthasmagicsteps
Thank you for your support.
Martha
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Sunninghill
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CARPETS AND
FLOORING

Suppliers & Installers:

Glade House, High Street, Sunninghill, Ascot, SL5 gNP

T 01341622022

Bespoke Carpets

I Amtico I Solid &

www.sunninghillcarpets.com

Engineered Wood

I Vinyl Floor covering
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COMEDY, SKETCHES &SaNa
CABARET

SlYLE
SEATING

20 TH • 221D
SEPTEMBER 2018
145pm

STOCKED

BAR

CORDES HALL, HIGH STREET, SUNNINGHILL SL5 9NE

FISH AND CHIP SUPPED
Little Grimley Presents

Sfricflu Sex Factor on Ice
by special arrangement with SAMUEL FRENCH LTD

By David Tristram
Directed by Mark Holliday

Book online @ quinceplagers.com or call 013.4.4 87.4200
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Simon Pestell Optometrist
Your local, independent optician
Offering a wide selection of choice in spectacles, sunglasses and contact lenses.
Eye examinations available Tuesday to Saturday
Private and NHS patients
New digital imaging camera for retinal photographs
7 High Street, Sunninghill, Berkshire • 01344 624844
Free parking behind shop on Saturday

JEREMY DAVIES
WEALTH MANAGEMENT LLP
WEALTH MAl AGE'.1E:"T CO)fSULT NTS

A wealth of expertise on your doorstep
We provide an experienced
wealth management service
and offer specialist advice
in a wide range of areas
including:

EST.

For further details contact
Jeremy Davies on:

Tel: 01344 624380

• Investment planning

E: jeremy.da\i asjpp.co.uk
W: www.jeremydavieswm.co.uk

• Retirement planning

.J..H6 High treet, Sunninghill,

• Inheri tance Tax planning

Ascot, Berkshire SLS 9NF

1992

KITCHEN IDEAS
Bathrooms, Bedrooms & Studies

SEPTEMBER 2018 - Comedy, Sketches & Song
Including a fish and chip supper.

ACT ONE:
ACT TWO:

Comedy Sketches and Song
Little Grimley Presents Strictly Sex Factor on Ice - a one act play
directed by Mark Holliday

Read through: Tuesday 26th June 2018 , Cordes Hall at 8pm.

JANUARY 2019 - Hansel & Gretel
Written by Norman Robbins, directed by Jenny Hooper and Molly Matthews
Read through: Thursday 24th May 2018, Cordes Hall at 7.30pm.

May 2019 - Go Back for Murder
Written by Agatha Christie, directed by Allison Sharpe.

Visit our New Websitel
To find out what's happening in the Quince Players
visit us at:

www.quinceplayers.com
On our website you'll find details of:

-

• What shows are coming up
• How to book tickets
• How to join the Quince Players
• Quince Players' social events
• and much, much more!
Or write to us and join our mailing list by emailing:

quinceplayerspublicity@live.co.uk
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To join the
Quince Players ...
To join the Quince Players,
please contact our Membership
Secretary, Jamie Macdonald
on 07398 218678 or
mousehole01 @me.com

NEXT PRODUCTION

Comedy, Sketches
& Song ...
READ THROUGH
Tuesday 26th June at 8pm
at the Cordes Hall, Sunninghill
SHOW DATES _
20-22nd September 2018

